


Welcome to DCC!



Our Donor Centricity Definition

“The continual dedication to increasing the depth 
and breadth of your donor understanding, so you 
can connect more meaningfully, collaborate more 
effectively, and – most importantly –genuinely care

for your donors in order to create ongoing value 
exchange, build trust and increase loyalty.”



Donor Relationship Journey

“Grow Me” Stage



Poll results from “Teach Me” DCC luncheon

41%

50%

9%

Beyond the welcome journey, how much ongoing donor listening 
and educating activities are scheduled?

Low – Standard newsletters and 
appeals

Mid – Ad-hoc surveys, donor 
preference segmentation, value 
stories

High – Rolling surveys, value 
exchange, personalised, motivation 
segmentation

3%

72%

22%

3%

Do you think your organisation is prepared to 
significantly grow trust with your donors?

No - We are years away!

Somewhat - partial data and
programs to help some donors

Almost - comprehensive testing in
action with a trust-centric goal

53%38%

9%

Do you have different donor journeys dependent on 
different supporter motivations?

Low - No, all regular donors
receive the same journey

Mid - Some journeys or key
moments are different

High - Yes, all journeys are highly
influenced by supporter
motivations



“Grow Me” Stage
Stage 3 - Teach Me
This is the engagement stage. Things are starting to get a little more serious. Curiosity is peaked. Questions 
are asked. Information is sought. You want to learn more about each other so you can connect on a deeper 
level.

Stage 4 - Grow Me
This is the enrichment stage. It’s a time of excitement and 
opportunities. It’s time to demonstrate the value each of you 
brings to the relationship and highlight the impact you can have 
on the world if you work together.

Stage 5 - Keep Me
This is something of a warning stage. It’s a reminder to never get complacent. For the relationship to work, 
it’s important to show respect, care and attention. Remember, trust and loyalty must always be earned so 
never stop striving for them.



Questions you may be asking…

1. How do we know who is at this excitement/growth stage of 
the relationship journey?

2. What exactly is the value we can demonstrate or share in the 
relationship?

3. Once again, Why should the donor trust us? How do we show 
we truly value and understand them?



Quick Poll

How do you currently identify and segment 
your donors for growth potential?

A. Recency, Frequency, Value (RFV) segments
B. Engagement metrics from channels like email, phone, events
C. Supporter surveys
D. Propensity scores
E. Other?



GrowMe Experiences

RFV
Other

Models

Collaborative
Models

New Opportunities

Known
Opportunities

Additional
Opportunities

Qualified
Opportunities

Understanding the “Grow 
Me” donors to leave a gift 
in their Will

Lifestage, Tenure, 
Family Makeup, etc

Cause preferences, 
Channel preferences, 
Giving preferences, 
etc

Data Experience Conversion



GrowMe Experiences

2021 MOST INNOVATIVE CAMPAIGN

Understanding and nudging 
donors to start on regular 
giving and engagement 
program

CONVERSION PRIMING

Propensity Recalibration

UNCONVERTED

Nurturing

CONVERSION

Direct Contact

NURTURING

Engagement SMS AI & Email

QUALIFICATION

Propensity Scoring

DATA ENHANCEMENT

CONTACT HYGIENE



4 Principles of Donor Centricity



Quick Poll

Which donor relationship are you focusing 
on growing right now?

A. Gift In Wills
B. Regular Giving
C. Mid Value
D. Non-financial



GrowMe – Actions!

1.

More 
Meaningfully?

More 
Effectively?

More 
Genuinely?

2. 3.



Our Guest Speakers
Salvador Klein

CMO/Co-Founder

Mahza (Maz) Ahadiwand

Head of Individual Giving



90 seconds – Zoom Chat time
✓ Burning question?

✓ Key action?


